Greetings from Aspiring Minds!!


Preferable regions to hire - Rajasthan and adjoining states
Target Degrees & Branches - Mechanical, Electronics
CTC - 400,000.00 (approx.)
Batch - 2018 Pass out.
Designation - Graduate Apprentice (for Female candidates only)
Role & Responsibilities - Graduate Apprentices is a 1 year apprenticeship program where fresh engineers are given cross functional exposure in the area of Manufacturing and Techno commercial areas like - corporate purchase, customer logistics & planning etc.
Location - Jaipur
Selection Process (No. of Interview Rounds) - Resume screening, online test, technical & HR interview
Eligibility Criteria -
Scholastic : 60% & above in 10th, 12th
Engineering: The candidate should have scored 60% and above in each semester. No back logs or history of any back logs and no grace marks in the entire engineering tenure and throughout academics.
Any Bond - No
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